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Abstract 
A modified k-deck of a graph G, first introduced in (Krasikov and Roditty, 1987), is obtained 
by removing k edges of G in all possible ways, and adding k (not necessarily new) edges in all 
possible ways. Krasikov and Roditty asked if it was possible to construct the usual k-edge deck 
of a graph from its modified k-deck. In (Thatte, to appear), the author solved this problem for 
the case when k = 1. In this paper, the problem is completely solved for arbitrary k. The proof 
makes use of the k-edge version of Lov~isz's result and the eigenvalues of certain matrix related 
to the Johnson graph. @ 1999 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The graphs considered in this paper are simple and undirected, and are assumed to 
have n vertices. The complement of  G is denoted by G c. Let N--- (~). Let Um denote 
the collection of  all unlabeUed n-vertex, m-edge graphs. We define three matrices Ai, 
Di and di as follows. The rows and columns of  Ai and Di are indexed by the members 
of  Um. The kith entry of  Ai is the number of  graphs isomorphic to Gk that can be 
obtained by removing i edges from GI and then adding i edges. Here the added edges 
need not be different from the removed edges. The entries of Di are similarly defined 
with an additional condition that the removed set of  edges and the added set of  edges 
be disjoint. The rows of  di are indexed by Fk E Urn-i, and its columns are indexed by 
Gt E Urn. The kith entry of  d/ is the number o f / -edge  deleted subgraphs of  GI that 
are isomorphic to Fk. A set (or a multiset) P of m-  /-edge graphs is denoted by 
its characteristic vector Xp of  length equal to IUm-il. The characteristic vector of a 
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singleton set {G} is denoted by simply XG. This has only one entry equal to 1 and 
other entries equal to 0. Thus, in our notation, the vector dkXc represents he k-edge 
deck of G (denoted by k-  ED(G)),  and the vector AkXc represents the modified 
k-deck of G, i.e., the collection of graphs obtained from G by removing k edges and 
then adding k (not necessarily new) edges. 
Krasikov and Roditty first introduced modified decks for the purpose of proving the 
reconstruction result of Miiller. They asked if the k-edge deck of a graph could be 
constructed from its modified k-deck. In our notation, it is equivalent to asking if the 
vector dkXc could be computed given the vector AkXc. In [8], this problem was solved 
for the case when k = 1. Two instances of proof of this were offered there. Firstly, it 
was demonstrated that AiXo could be computed for i>1 given AIX6. The rest of 
the proof was based on the fact that Lov~isz's edge reconstruction result in k = 1 case 
could be proved directly from modified decks, i.e., without knowing the 1-edge deck. 
Secondly, based on the eigenvalues of the Johnson graph, it was shown that Lov~tsz's 
result could be proved directly from A~Xc, thus avoiding the explicit construction of 
AiXG, i>  1 in terms of AIX  G. 
The proof for the general case presented here does involve construction of diX  G in 
terms of AkXG, for i>.k. However, the rest of the proof makes use of eigenvalues of 
Johnson graph. 
2. Reconstructing dkXG from A/,X~ 
In the following, we assume that for two graphs G and H, we are given that 
AkXc = AkXH. We write X =Xo --XH, therefore, AkX = 0. We first state two identities 
without proof. The first one - -  Lemma 2.1 - -  is equivalent to Lemma 3.1 in [5], and 
the second one - -  Lemma 2.2 - -  is Theorem 2.2 from [8]. 
Lemma 2.1. 
As= ~- '~(m- i )D i  
i=0 ks - i /  " 
Lemma 2.2. DlDi = (m - i + 1)(N - m - i + 1 )Oi_ 1 "~- i(N - 2i)Di + (i + 1 )2Di+ 1. 
Lemma 2.3. 
1 
Ai+l-- ) { i (2m-N- i -  1)A0+A1}Ai. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we substitute 
i ,  
j=O \ - - J " /  
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in the identity of Lemma 2.2. Thus we have, 
{ } Dl A i -Z  D/ =(m- i t l ) (N -m- i t l )D i _ l  t i (U -2 i )A i  
j=0  
i 1 -i(N-2i)~(mSj)Djt(iq-1)2Di+,. 
Now, we apply Lemma 2.2 to the left-hand side, and again express the term involving 
Di in terms of Ai and Dj, j<~i - 1. Collecting the coefficients of  each D/, j<~i - 1, 
one can verify that 
Di+ 1 ={i(2m -N - i -  1 )Ao+A1}Ai t  i t  J ( k - j )D j .  
j=0  
When this is substituted in the expression for Ai+l given by Lemma 2.1, the resulting 
expression has no terms containing D j, j <~ i -  1, and one obtains the required identity. 
The algebraic simplifications omitted here are quite straightforward. 
Corollary 2.4. I f  AkX = 0 then AiX = 0 for all i >~k. 
The following lemma is the k-edge version of  Lov~isz's result. This may be found 
in [4], but we only note here that the bound in the following result does not depend 
upon the number of  graphs in the collection P. 
Lemma 2.5. Let 2 p - k + 1 > N, and let P and Q be collections of p-edge graphs 
such that dkXp = dkXQ, then Xp =-XQ. 
Now, we prove the main result of  this section. 
Theorem 2.6. For collections P and Q of graphs, if AkXe = AkXQ then dkXe = dkXQ. 
Proof. This is done by induction on k. The result was proved in [8] for k = 1. Let the 
result be true for k<,r-1.  Let P '  = {FC; F E r -ED(P)}  and Q' = {FC; F E r -ED(Q)}.  
Here r - ED(P) denotes the multiunion of  r-edge decks of  graphs in P. Note that 
ArXe = ArXQ is equivalent o d~Xe, =d,.XQ,. This follows from the fact that for any 
F, A EE(F)  and B disjoint with E(F) - A, (F - A + B) C =(F  - A) C - B. Now, if 
2(N - m + r) - r + 1 >N,  then Xp, =XQ,, and drXp = d~XQ. Therefore, we assume the 
contrary that 2m - r -  1 >~N, i.e. 2m - r t 1 ~>N t 2. 
Now, we show that either A~ iXc = A~-IXH or 2m - r  t 1 ~<N + 1. We write, 
A t= r~{( r -  1 ) (2m-N - r)Ao t n,}A~_t. 
We are interested in the invertibility of  (r - 1)(2m - N - r)Ao + Ai. 
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Definition 2.7. Johnson graph is a simple graph whose vertex set is the family of  
m-sets of  an N-set. Two vertices U and V are adjacent if and only if lU N V I = m-  1. 
Let J be the adjacency matrix of  the Johnson graph with parameters N = (~) and m. 
Let the square matrix B be defined as follows. The rows and columns of B are indexed 
by all the labelled m-edge graphs on a fixed set of  n vertices, and ijth entry is the 
number of  ways of  removing an edge from Gj and adding an edge to get Gi. Note that 
the diagonal entry is m, since we can add the same edge that is removed. Other entries 
of  B are either 0 or 1. The matrix A is defined similarly for unlabelled graphs with m 
edges and n vertices. Thus matrix A is the matrix A1. Matrix P is defined by indexing 
the rows by unlabelled graphs and columns by labelled graphs, and the ijth entry is 1 
if the labelled graph Gj is isomorphic to the unlabelled graph Gi. Other entries are 0. 
As in [3], one can verify that AP =PB, and every eigenvalue of  A is also an eigenvalue 
of  B. But B = ml +J,  therefore, its eigenvalues are m + (m- j ) (N -  m- j ) - j ,  where 
j ~<min(m,N-m). Thus, eigenvalues of  ( r -  1 ) (2m-r -N)A0+A 1 are (m- j ) (N -m- j+ 
1 )+( r -  1 ) (2m-  r -N) .  I f  0 is not an eigenvalue, then At - l (Xp-X  Q)= 0, therefore, by 
induction hypothesis, dr-l(Xe-XQ)----0, and dr(Xp-XQ) = 0 by Kelly's lemma, (see 
[1]). For one of the eigenvalues to be 0, ( r -  1 ) (2m-  r -N)~<0.  Therefore, r=  1 (for 
which the problem is solved independently in [8]) or 2m <<,N+r, i.e. 2m-r+ 1 <<,N+ 1. 
This contradicts the inequality assumed earlier. 
The theorem implies that the k-edge deck of  a graph can be reconstructed from its 
modified k-deck. 
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